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Maximizing 
Language 
Development 
During Integrated 
ENL Classes 
(Grades 6-12) 

+
Agenda 
!  Create instructional profiles for your EL students to plan 

responsive language development for each ELL 

!  Analyze secondary science and social studies textbook 
chapters to identify language demands and language 
learning opportunities  

!  Tie instruction to city and state learning standards and to the 
bilingual progressions 

!  Plan to include appropriate supplemental materials for 
students who represent a range of proficiency and literacy 
levels 

!  Acquire strategies for actively engaging ELLs in language 
practice within integrated ENL/content area settings  

!  Discuss the use of the native language in integrated ENL 
Science and Social Studies classes 

!  Collaborate across ENL and content area partners during the 
workshop day in planning integrated ENL instruction that 
focuses on language learning and content area learning 
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Maximizing Language 
Development in an 
Integrated ENL Class 

It’s All About 
Instructional 
Planning and 

Delivery 
L, S, R, W 

Advance 
Language 
Proficiency 

Learner-
Centered 
Classrooms 

+
Understanding the Proficiency Profiles of 
your English Learners:  Creating Instructional 
Profiles for ELLs to Plan Responsive Language 
Development for Each ELL in Your Integrated 
Content Area Class 
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School Year:  
 Jun 30, 2016 

Gr&
Last&Name,&
First&Name& ID&Number&

 Listening  Speaking  Writing Reading Total Score* 

Score Code Score Code Score Code Score Code Score Code 
  08     15 -- 17 -- 5 -- 10 -- 245 3 
  08     21 -- 16 -- 8 -- 19 -- 278 4 
  08     18 -- 21 -- 10 -- 23 -- 305 4 
  08     11 -- 21 -- 6 -- 11 -- 259 4 

  10     8 -- 14 -- 5 -- 15 -- 245 3 
  10     11 -- 15 -- 3 -- 14 -- 242 3 
  10     17 -- 16 -- 8 -- 20 -- 280 4 
  10     16 -- 19 -- 6 -- 15 -- 270 4  
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ATTACHMENT E 
Grades 7–8 NYSESLAT 2016 

Raw to Scale Score Conversion Chart 

Grades 7–8  Grades 7–8  Grades 7–8  Grades 7–8 
Listening  Reading  Writing  Speaking 

Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

 Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

 Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

 Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

0 30  0 30  0 30  0 30 
1 32  1 32  1 38  1 41 
2 37  2 38  2 43  2 46 
3 41  3 42  3 48  3 49 
4 43  4 44  4 52  4 51 
5 45  5 47  5 55  5 54 
6 47  6 49  6 59  6 56 
7 49  7 50  7 63  7 57 
8 50  8 52  8 67  8 59 
9 52  9 54  9 72  9 61 

10 53  10 55  10 76  10 63 
11 54  11 56  11 82  11 64 
12 56  12 58  12 90  12 66 
13 57  13 59     13 68 
14 58  14 60     14 69 
15 60  15 62     15 71 
16 61  16 63     16 73 
17 63  17 64     17 75 
18 64  18 66     18 77 
19 66  19 67     19 80 
20 68  20 69     20 85 
21 71  21 71     21 90 
22 74  22 73       
23 80  23 75       
24 90  24 78       

   25 81       
   26 88       
   27 90       
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ATTACHMENT F 

Grades 9–12 NYSESLAT 2016 
Raw to Scale Score Conversion Chart 

Grades 9–12  Grades 9–12  Grades 9–12  Grades 9–12 
Listening  Reading  Writing  Speaking 

Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

 Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

 Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

 Raw 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

0 30  0 30  0 30  0 30 
1 34  1 33  1 38  1 46 
2 40  2 39  2 44  2 50 
3 44  3 43  3 48  3 53 
4 47  4 46  4 51  4 55 
5 50  5 48  5 55  5 57 
6 52  6 50  6 58  6 59 
7 54  7 52  7 62  7 60 
8 56  8 53  8 66  8 62 
9 57  9 55  9 70  9 63 

10 59  10 56  10 75  10 65 
11 60  11 58  11 81  11 66 
12 62  12 59  12 90  12 68 
13 63  13 60     13 69 
14 65  14 62     14 71 
15 67  15 63     15 72 
16 68  16 64     16 74 
17 70  17 65     17 76 
18 72  18 67     18 78 
19 74  19 68     19 81 
20 76  20 70     20 85 
21 79  21 72     21 90 
22 83  22 74       
23 89  23 76       
24 90  24 79       

   25 82       
   26 88       
   27 90       

  
  

1.  Choose Grade 8 or 10. 
2.  Convert the Scores.   
3.  Create a Profile of Performance 

by listing best to worst skill 
(modality) areas (L, S, R, W) 

4.  Note the Overall Level of the 
Student (Entering, Emerging, etc.) 

5.  Note if they fall in the low, mid or 
high range of the level they are in. 

6.  Note if they are developing the 4 
skills/modalities evenly or 
unevenly. 

How Can This Analysis 
Help You Plan? 
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ATTACHMENT G 
NYSESLAT 2016 

SCALE SCORE RANGES FOR DETERMINING  
ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY 

 
To  determine  a  student’s  overall  proficiency  level,  find  the  student’s   

total scale score in the scale score ranges on this chart. 
 

Grade Entering Emerging Transitioning Expanding Commanding 
 Scale 

Score 
Scale 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

Scale 
Score 

K 120–212 213–244 245–263 264–315 316–360 

1 120–170 171–215 216–251 252–295 296–360 

2 120–180 181–227 228–264 265–307 308–360 

3 120–170 171–216 217–258 259–303 304–360 

4 120–181 182–228 229–265 266–310 311–360 

5 120–172 173–214 215–257 258–300 301–360 

6 120–180 181–219 220–258 259–300 301–360 

7 120–169 170–212 213–249 250–299 300–360 

8 120–169 170–212 213–249 250–305 306–360 

9 120–175 176–220 221–262 263–317 318–360 

10 120–175 176–220 221–262 263–317 318–360 

11 120–178 179–220 221–262 263–317 318–360 

12 120–178 179–220 221–262 263–317 318–360 
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Scaled Scores Proficiency Level 

30-42 Entering 

43-54 Emerging 

55-66 Transitioning 

67-78 Expanding 

79-90 Commanding 

Potential Proficiency Bands* 

*These are not confirmed ranges; they are very rough estimates, just 
breaking the total point spread from 30-90 into regular intervals for the 5 
proficiency levels—USE WITH EXTREME CAUTION! 

JANE DOE
SCHOOL NAME

NYSESLAT
2015-2016 GRADE 6 TEST RESULTS

Dear Parent/Guardian of Jane,

We are pleased to provide you this report about Jane’s performance on the New York State English as a Second 
Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) that was administered in the spring of 2016 to all English Language 
Learners/Multilingual Learners (ELLs/MLLs). The scores from this test provide one way to understand student 
English Language development. However, these scores do not tell the whole story about what Jane knows and 
can do. 

For more information about this test, the New York State standards, and how you can help Jane, go to: 
www.p12.nysed.gov/biling/bilinged/parent-information/home.html

JANE’S
TOTAL

SCALE SCORE

X
COMMANDING
Has met the State standard to demonstrate proficiency and is now 
designated as a Former ELL/MLL entitled to receive two years of 
ELL/MLL services.

EXPANDING
As an ELL/MLL, shows great independence in advancing his or her 
academic language skills. 

EMERGING
As an ELL/MLL, has some dependence on supports and structures to 
advance his or her academic language skills.

ENTERING
As an ELL/MLL, has great dependence on supports and structures to 
advance his or her academic language skills.

TRANSITIONING
As an ELL/MLL, shows some independence in advancing his or her 
academic language skills. 

X

X

X

X

X

X

JANE’S 
TOTAL 
SCALE 

SCORE:
X

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY AREAS/MODALITIES
LISTENING SPEAKING READING WRITING

JANE’S
SCALE SCORE

Students listen to determine 
information and develop ideas in 
grade-level academic 
discussions

Students use grade-appropriate 
language to contribute to 
discussions about academic 
texts and topics.

Students read grade-level 
academic texts to determine 
information and develop ideas. 

Students use grade-appropriate 
language to structure thoughts 
and ideas in writing, about 
literary and informational texts 
and topics. 

X
JANE’S

SCALE SCORE
JANE’S

SCALE SCORE

X X X
JANE’S

SCALE SCORE

JANE’S ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY LEVEL IS EMERGING

PERCENTILES

These scale scores range from 30-90

Jane did the 
same or better 

than X% of 
students in the 

district who took 
this test.

DISTRICT

X%
Jane did the 

same or better 
than X% of 

students in the 
state who took 

this test.

STATE

X%

TH
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T
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NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 1BEDS: 000000000000
LOCAL ID: 012345678
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Balance the Four Skills in the Integrated 
ENL Class 

! Don’t&favor&Reading&and&
Wri1ng&Over&Listening&and&
Speaking&

! According&to&Saunders,&
Goldenberg&and&Marcelle@&
(2013)&“ELD&Instruc1on&
Should&Incorporate&Reading&
and&Wri1ng&But&Should&
Emphasize&Listening&and&
Speaking”&

What I got 
from 

Listening; 

Viewing 

What I got 
from 

Reading 
Leveled 

Text 

What I got 
from 

Talking 
with My 
Partners 

Create Units with Connected Listening, 
Reading, Speaking, Writing 

W 
R 
I 
T 
I 
N 
G 
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Analyzing Secondary Science 
and Social Studies Texts to 
Identify Language Demands  
and Language Learning 
Opportunities 
 

+ Types of Language Objectives 

Linguistic                  vs. 

! Pronunciation 

! Vocabulary 

! Grammar (Word, Sentence 
Structure) 

! Discourse/Genre (Passage 
Structure) 

Communicative 

! Communicative functions 

! Developmental Sequence 
of Output Expectations 
(Bilingual Progressions) 
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Grammar Vocabulary 

Source:  Dee Gardner, RITELL Conference, Fall 2015 

+

Grammar% Vocabulary% Func/ons% Discourse% Strategies%

The$forms$of$
language$you$
will$target$
(sounds,$word$
parts,$sentence$
structure)$

The$content$
compa9ble$
vocabulary$you$
will$target$
(key$vocab.$Is$
taught$to$all)$

The$“Can$Do”$
indicators;$
communica9ve$
func9ons$
appropriate$to$
proficiency$level$

Organiza9on$
of$speech;$
wri9ng$

Tac9cs$student$
will$use$to$
support$
successful$
communica9on$

Finding language objectives in 
our texts 

ELLs need more 
than just the key 

content 
vocabulary! 

We will use this 
framework 

Name, describe, explain 
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Differentiate Your Language 
Objectives 
! Choose language that matches the proficiency of 

the learner 

! For early proficiency students—basic vocabulary, 
basic sentence patterns, not much complexity 

! For later proficiency students-advanced (precise) 
vocabulary, complex sentence patterns, 
demonstrate how to achieve greater sentence 
length and complexity 

Differentiated Vocabulary 
Teaching 

Beginner 

Entering/
Emerging 

Intermediate 

Transitioning 

Advanced 

Expanding/
Commanding 

Grammar 
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Let’s Read Our Sample Social 
Studies and Science Texts 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structure and Function 

668 CHAPTER 22

More 
than 40% of the
nation’s banks fail.

1930-1933 8.02 million
Americans are
unemployed. 

1931

USA
WORLD

The
stock market
crashes. 

1929

The
first
Academy
Awards are
presented.

1929

Jane 
Addams shares the
Nobel Peace Prize.

1931

Army officers led by
José Uriburu seize control of
the government of Argentina.   

1930 Japan
invades
Manchuria. 

1931

19311929 1930 193119301929
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668 CHAPTER 22

More 
than 40% of the
nation’s banks fail.

1930-1933 8.02 million
Americans are
unemployed. 

1931

USA
WORLD

The
stock market
crashes. 

1929

The
first
Academy
Awards are
presented.

1929

Jane 
Addams shares the
Nobel Peace Prize.

1931

Army officers led by
José Uriburu seize control of
the government of Argentina.   

1930 Japan
invades
Manchuria. 

1931

19311929 1930 193119301929
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The Great Depression Begins 669

The Bonus
Army arrives in
Washington, D.C.

1932 Franklin
Delano Roosevelt 
is elected president.

1932

Ibn Sa’ud
becomes king of
newly-united Saudi
Arabia.

1932 From prison,
Mohandas K. Gandhi
leads a protest
against British policies
in India.

1932

Women serve soup and slices of bread to 
unemployed men in an outdoor breadline in Los
Angeles, California during the Great Depression.

Adolf Hitler
takes power in
Germany.

1933 Japan withdraws
from the League of
Nations. 

1933

More than 
13 million Americans
are unemployed.  

1933

I N T E R A C TI N T E R A C T
W I T H  H I S T O R YW I T H  H I S T O R Y

The year is 1929. The U.S. economy
has collapsed. Farms, businesses, and
banks nationwide are failing, causing
massive unemployment and poverty.
You are out of work with little
prospect of finding a job.

What would you
do to feed your
family?
Examine the Issues

• What groups of people will be most
hurt by the economic crash?

• What can you do to find a paying
job?

• What can unemployed and impov-
erished people do to help each
other?

1933 19341932 193419331932

The Twenty-
first Amendment
ends Prohibition.

1933

“Century of Progress
Exposition” begins.
1933

Visit the Chapter 22 links for more information
related to The Great Depression Begins.

RESEARCH LINKS CLASSZONE.COM
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See Section We 
Will Focus On 
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670 CHAPTER 22

Terms & NamesTerms & NamesMAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

One American's Story

The Nation’s Sick
Economy

•price support
•credit
•Alfred E. Smith
•Dow Jones
Industrial
Average

•speculation
•buying on margin
•Black Tuesday
•Great Depression
•Hawley-Smoot
Tariff Act

As the prosperity of the
1920s ended, severe
economic problems gripped
the nation. 

The Great Depression has had
lasting effects on how
Americans view themselves
and their government. 

WHY IT MATTERS NOWWHY IT MATTERS NOW

Gordon Parks, now a well-known photographer, author, and film-
maker, was a 16-year-old high school student in the fall of 1929. He
supported himself as a busboy at the exclusive Minnesota Club,
where prosperous club members spoke confidently about the econo-
my. Parks, too, looked forward to a bright future. Then came the
stock market crash of October 1929. In his autobiography, Parks
recalled his feelings at the time.

A PERSONAL VOICE GORDON PARKS

“ I couldn’t imagine such financial disaster touching my small world;
it surely concerned only the rich. But by the first week of November 
. . . I was without a job. All that next week I searched for any kind of
work that would prevent my leaving school. Again it was, ‘We’re fir-
ing, not hiring.’. . . I went to school and cleaned out my locker, know-
ing it was impossible to stay on. A piercing chill was in the air as I
walked back to the rooming house.”

—A Choice of Weapons

The crash of 1929, and the depression that followed, dealt a crushing blow to
the hopes and dreams of millions of Americans. The high-flying prosperity of the
1920s was over. Hard times had begun.

Economic Troubles on the Horizon
As the 1920s advanced, serious problems threatened economic prosperity.
Though some Americans became wealthy, many more could not earn a 
decent living. Important industries struggled, and farmers grew more crops and
raised more livestock than they could sell at a profit. Both consumers and 
farmers were steadily going deeper into debt. As the decade drew to a close, these
slippages in the economy signaled the end of an era.

▼

Gordon Parks,
shown here in 1968
discussing the
movie version of his
autobiographical
novel, The Learning
Tree.
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A

INDUSTRIES IN TROUBLE The superficial prosperity of the late 1920s shroud-
ed weaknesses that would signal the onset of the Great Depression. Key basic
industries, such as railroads, textiles, and steel had barely made a profit. Railroads
lost business to new forms of transportation (trucks, buses, and private automo-
biles, for instance).

Mining and lumbering, which had expanded during wartime, were no longer
in high demand. Coal mining was especially hard-hit, in part due to stiff compe-
tition from new forms of energy, including hydroelectric power, fuel oil, and nat-
ural gas. By the early 1930s, these sources supplied more than half the energy that
had once come from coal. Even the boom industries of the 1920s—automobiles,
construction, and consumer goods—weakened. One important economic indica-
tor that declined during this time was housing starts—the number of new
dwellings being built. When housing starts fall, so do jobs in many related indus-
tries, such as furniture manufacturing and lumbering. 

FARMERS NEED A LIFT Perhaps agriculture suffered the most. During World
War I, prices rose and international demand for crops such as wheat and corn
soared. Farmers had planted more and taken out loans for land and equipment.
However, demand fell after the war, and crop prices declined by 40 percent 
or more. 

Farmers boosted production in the hopes of selling more crops, but this only
depressed prices further. Between 1919 and 1921 annual farm income declined
from $10 billion to just over $4 billion. Farmers who had gone into debt had dif-
ficulty in paying off their loans. Many lost their farms when banks foreclosed and
seized the property as payment for the debt. As farmers began to default on their
loans, many rural banks began to fail. Auctions were held to recoup some of the
banks’ losses.

Congress tried to help out farmers with a piece of legislation called the
McNary-Haugen bill. This called for federal price-supports for key products
such as wheat, corn, cotton, and tobacco. The government would buy surplus
crops at guaranteed prices and sell them on the world market. 

President Coolidge vetoed the bill twice. He commented, “Farmers have
never made money. I don’t believe we can do much about it.” 

CONSUMERS HAVE LESS MONEY TO SPEND As farmers’ incomes fell, they
bought fewer goods and services, but the problem was larger. By the late 1920s,

Farm equipment 
is auctioned off 
in Hastings,
Nebraska.
▼

A. Answer The
older industries
such as textiles,
steel, and rail-
roads, which
were basic to
the fundamental
well-being of the
economy, were
barely profitable.

MAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

A

Identifying
Problems

What industrial
weakness signaled
a declining
economy in the
1920s?
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Our 
section 

starts on 
next page 

Americans were buying less—mainly because of rising
prices, stagnant wages, unbalanced distribution of income,
and overbuying on credit in the preceding years. Production
had also expanded much faster than wages, resulting in an
ever-widening gap between the rich and the poor.

LIVING ON CREDIT Although many Americans appeared to
be prosperous during the 1920s, in fact they were living
beyond their means. They often bought goods on credit—
an arrangement in which consumers agreed to buy now
and pay later for purchases. This was often in the form of
an installment plan (usually in monthly payments) that
included interest charges. 

By making credit easily available, businesses encour-
aged Americans to pile up a large consumer debt. Many
people then had trouble paying off their growing debts.
Faced with debt, consumers cut back on spending.

UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME During the 1920s,
the rich got richer, and the poor got poorer. Between 1920
and 1929, the income of the wealthiest 1 percent of the
population rose by 75 percent, compared with a 9 percent
increase for Americans as a whole. 

More than 70 percent of the nation’s families earned less
than $2,500 per year, then considered the minimum
amount needed for a decent standard of living. Even fami-
lies earning twice that much could not afford many of the
household products that manufacturers produced.
Economists estimate that the average man or woman
bought a new outfit of clothes only once a year. Scarcely half
the homes in many cities had electric lights or a furnace for
heat. Only one city home in ten had an electric refrigerator.

This unequal distribution of income meant that most Americans could not
participate fully in the economic advances of the 1920s. Many people did not
have the money to purchase the flood of goods that factories produced. The pros-
perity of the era rested on a fragile foundation. 

Hoover Takes the Nation 
Although economic disaster was around the corner, the election of 1928
took place in a mood of apparent national prosperity. This election pitted
Republican candidate Herbert Hoover against Democrat Alfred E. Smith.

THE ELECTION OF 1928 Hoover, the secretary of commerce under
Harding and Coolidge, was a mining engineer from Iowa who had never
run for public office. Smith was a career politician who had served four
terms as governor of New York. He was personable and enjoyed being in
the limelight, unlike the quiet and reserved Hoover. Still, Hoover had one
major advantage: he could point to years of prosperity under Republican
administrations since 1920. Many Americans believed him when he
declared, “We in America are nearer to the final triumph over poverty
than ever before.”

It was an overwhelming victory for Hoover. The message was clear:
most Americans were happy with Republican leadership. 

DREAMS OF RICHES IN THE STOCK MARKET By 1929, some econ-
omists had warned of weaknesses in the economy, but most Americans

672 CHAPTER 22

“ We in America
are nearer to the
final triumph
over poverty than
ever before. ”
HERBERT HOOVER

ECONOMICECONOMIC

UNEVEN INCOME 
DISTRIBUTION, 1929

The 1920s were an era that
favored big business. Life was
good for the rich. They made up
just 0.1 percent of the population
and had yearly incomes of more
than $100,000. Conversely,
much of the population had to
scrape to get by. Many earned so
little that everyone in the family,
including children, had to work.
Nearly 80 percent of all families
had no savings.

Source: Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1970

$10,000
and over
1%

$2,000 – $4,999
29%

$5,000 – $9,999
5%

$1,999 and under
65%

B

B. Answer
Beneath the sur-
face prosperity
of the 1920s, the
economy was in
trouble.

MAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

B

Forming
Generalizations 

What did the
experience of
farmers and
consumers at this
time suggest
about the health 
of the economy?
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C

maintained the utmost confidence in the nation’s economic health. In increasing
numbers, those who could afford to invested in the stock market. The stock mar-
ket had become the most visible symbol of a prosperous American economy.
Then, as now, the Dow Jones Industrial Average was the most widely used
barometer of the stock market’s health. The Dow is a measure based on the stock
prices of 30 representative large firms trading on the New York Stock Exchange.

Through most of the 1920s, stock prices rose steadily. The Dow had reached
a high of 381 points, nearly 300 points higher than it had been five years earlier.
Eager to take advantage of this “bull market”—a period of rising stock prices—
Americans rushed to buy stocks and bonds. One observer wrote, “It seemed as if
all economic law had been suspended and a new era opened up in which success
and prosperity could be had without knowledge or industry.” By 1929, about 4
million Americans—or 3 percent of the nation’s population—owned stocks. Many
of these investors were already wealthy, but others were average Americans who
hoped to strike it rich.

However, the seeds of trouble were taking root. People were engaging in 
speculation—that is, they bought stocks and bonds on the chance of a quick
profit, while ignoring the risks. Many began buying on margin—paying a
small percentage of a stock’s price as a down payment and borrowing the rest.
With easy money available to investors, the unrestrained buying and selling
fueled the market’s upward spiral. The government did little to discourage such
buying or to regulate the market. In reality, these rising prices did not reflect com-
panies’ worth. Worse, if the value of stocks declined, people who had bought on
margin had no way to pay off the loans. 

The Stock Market Crashes
In early September 1929, stock prices peaked and then fell. Confidence in the
market started to waver, and some investors quickly sold their stocks and pulled
out. On October 24, the market took a plunge. Panicked investors unloaded their
shares. But the worst was yet to come. 

The Great Depression Begins 673

Vocabulary
stock: a share of
ownership in a
company

AnalyzingAnalyzing

DAY OF WRATH
After the apparent prosperity of the 1920s, virtually few were 
prepared for the devastating effects of the stock market crash.
This cartoon by James N. Rosenberg, which shows Wall Street
crumbling on October 29, 1929, is titled Dies Irae, Latin for
“day of wrath.”

SKILLBUILDER Analyzing Political Cartoons
1. What does the cartoonist suggest will happen to individuals

because of the crash?
2. How does the cartoonist convey the sense of fear and

shock?
3. What do the looks on people’s faces indicate about the

impact of the crash?

SEE SKILLBUILDER HANDBOOK, PAGE R24.

C. Answer They
caused over
investment as
people ignored
the risks and
bought more
than they could
pay for.

MAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

C

Analyzing
Events

How did
speculation and
margin buying
cause stock prices
to rise?
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BLACK TUESDAY On October 29—now known as Black Tuesday—the bot-
tom fell out of the market and the nation’s confidence. Shareholders frantically
tried to sell before prices plunged even lower. The number of shares dumped that
day was a record 16.4 million. Additional millions of shares could not find buy-
ers. People who had bought stocks on credit were stuck with huge debts as the
prices plummeted, while others lost most of their savings. 

674 CHAPTER 22

A Pen and Paper Operation
In the 1920s, orders to buy or sell a stock arrived at brokers’
telephone booths located around the edge of the trading floor.
They were then carried by hand or sent by pneumatic tube to
the trading post where that stock would be traded.

NYSE employees called
reporters had to record
every transaction. For
each new sale, they
wrote out a slip of paper
containing the stock’s
abbreviation, the number
of shares, and the price,
and then transmitted it to
the ticker room. Market
information was typed
into a keyboard that
converted the keystrokes
into electrical impulses
that drove the clattering
print wheels in ticker
machines along the net-
work. People would read
the current display at the
trading posts.

Technological Changes
While still centered around human interaction, the exchange has
incorporated a number of computer technologies to keep up 
with the times. For example, members now receive stock bids
and offers through an electronic delivery system known as
SuperDot, which enables them to make a trade in less than 12
seconds. Electronic communications networks now allow individ-
uals to buy and sell stocks themselves over the Internet at a
fraction of what it would cost to use a specialist. Such innova-

tion has prompted some to insist that
all future trading will be done via com-
puters, thus eliminating the need for
physical exchanges such as the NYSE.

SKILLBUILDER
1. Hypothesizing What scenarios

can you imagine that might prompt
someone to submit a market
order on a certain stock? 

2. Comparing How has technology
on the trading floor changed since
the 1920s?

The trading floor in 2000.▼

▼

The trading floor in 1914.

NOWNOW THENTHEN

NEW YORK STOCK
EXCHANGE

In the twenty-first century, the
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
remains at its core what it has
been since it opened its doors in
1792: the nation’s premier mar-
ketplace for the buying and selling
of stocks. There, stockbrokers
known as “members” take orders
from their customers to buy and
sell shares of stock in any one of
more than 3,000 companies. 

To execute their customers’
orders, the members offer and
receive bids in what resembles a
loud and fast-paced auction. In
general, customers submit two
types of orders. A limit order tells
the broker to buy or sell only if
the stock reaches a certain price.
A market order tells the broker to
execute a transaction immediate-
ly, no matter what the price. 

Despite remaining close to its
roots, the NYSE is today undergo-
ing perhaps the most significant
changes in its long history, in
large part due to the growth of
computers and the Internet.
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By mid-November, investors had lost about $30 billion, an amount equal to how
much America spent in World War I. The stock market bubble had finally burst. One
eyewitness to these events, Frederick Lewis Allen, described the resulting situation.

A PERSONAL VOICE FREDERICK LEWIS ALLEN

“ The Big Bull Market was dead. Billions of dollars’ worth of profits—and paper
profits—had disappeared. The grocer, the window cleaner, and the seamstress had
lost their capital [savings]. In every town there were families which had suddenly
dropped from showy affluence into debt. . . . With the Big Bull Market gone and
prosperity going, Americans were soon to find themselves living in an altered
world which called for new adjustments, new ideas, new habits of thought, and a
new order of values.”

—Only Yesterday

Financial Collapse
The stock market crash signaled the beginning of the Great Depression—the
period from 1929 to 1940 in which the economy plummeted and unemployment
skyrocketed. The crash alone did not cause the Great Depression, but it hastened
the collapse of the economy and made the depression more severe.

BANK AND BUSINESS FAILURES After the crash, many people
panicked and withdrew their money from banks. But some couldn’t
get their money because the banks had invested it in the stock mar-
ket. In 1929, 600 banks closed. By 1933, 11,000 of the nation’s
25,000 banks had failed. Because the government did not protect or
insure bank accounts, millions of people lost their savings
accounts.

The Great Depression hit other businesses, too. Between 1929
and 1932, the gross national product—the nation’s total output of
goods and services—was cut nearly in half, from $104 billion to
$59 billion. Approximately 90,000 businesses went bankrupt.
Among these failed enterprises were once-prosperous automobile
and railroad companies. 

As the economy plunged into a tailspin, millions of workers
lost their jobs. Unemployment leaped from 3 percent (1.6 million
workers) in 1929 to 25 percent (13 million workers) in 1933. One
out of every four workers was out of a job. Those who kept their
jobs faced pay cuts and reduced hours.

Not everyone fared so badly, of course. Before the crash,
some speculators had sold off their stocks and made money.
Joseph P. Kennedy, the father of future president John F. Kennedy,
was one who did. Most, however, were not 
so lucky or shrewd.

WORLDWIDE SHOCK WAVES The United States was not the only country
gripped by the Great Depression. Much of Europe, for example, had suffered
throughout the 1920s. European countries trying to recover from the ravages of
World War I faced high war debts. In addition, Germany had to pay war repara-
tions—payments to compensate the Allies for the damages Germany had caused.
The Great Depression compounded these problems by limiting America’s ability
to import European goods. This made it difficult to sell American farm products
and manufactured goods abroad. 

The Great Depression Begins 675

MAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

D

Analyzing
Effects 

What
happened to
ordinary workers
during the Great
Depression?

This British
election poster
shows that the
Great Depression
was a global
event.

▼

Image not for use on this
CD-ROM. Please refer to
the image in the textbook.

 
Just Review the 
Pictures Here To 
Understand the 
Subtitle “Then and 
Now” 
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Income and Spending

Source: Historical Statistics of the United States
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SKILLBUILDER Interpreting Graphs
1. In what year did the biggest jump in

bank failures occur?
2. What measure on the graphs seems 

to indicate an improvement in the U.S.
economy during the Depression? What
might explain this?

Economic indicators are measures that
signal trends in a nation’s economy.
During the Great Depression several
trends were apparent. Those indicated
at the right are linked—the conditions of
one can affect another. For instance,
when banks fail , some businesses
may have to close down , which can
cause unemployment to rise . Thus,
people have less money and spending
declines .4

3
2

1

1 2

3 4

Depression Indicators

Skillbuilder Answers
1. 1933 
2. Business failures dropped in 1933. There

were fewer businesses remaining.

Distraught men try to withdraw their savings from a failing bank.
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In 1930, Congress passed the Hawley-Smoot Tariff
Act, which established the highest protective tariff in
United States history. It was designed to protect American
farmers and manufacturers from foreign competition. Yet it
had the opposite effect. By reducing the flow of goods into
the United States, the tariff prevented other countries from
earning American currency to buy American goods. The tar-
iff made unemployment worse in industries that could no
longer export goods to Europe. Many countries retaliated
by raising their own tariffs. Within a few years, world trade
had fallen more than 40 percent.

CAUSES OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION Although histori-
ans and economists differ on the main causes of the Great
Depression, most cite a common set of factors, among them:

• tariffs and war debt policies that cut down the foreign
market for American goods

• a crisis in the farm sector
• the availability of easy credit
• an unequal distribution of income
These factors led to falling demand for consumer

goods, even as newly mechanized factories produced more
products. The federal government contributed to the crisis
by keeping interest rates low, thereby allowing companies
and individuals to borrow easily and build up large debts.
Some of this borrowed money was used to buy the stocks
that later led to the crash. 

At first people found it hard to believe that economic
disaster had struck. In November 1929, President Hoover
encouraged Americans to remain confident about the
economy. Yet, the most severe depression in American his-
tory was well on its way.

MAIN IDEA
2. TAKING NOTES

In a diagram like this, record the
causes of the 1929 stock market
crash.

Which do you see as the biggest
cause? Why?

CRITICAL THINKING
3. MAKING INFERENCES

How did the economic trends of the
1920s help cause the Great
Depression? Think About:

• what happened in industry
• what happened in agriculture
• what happened with consumers

4. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
Judging from the events of the late
1920s and early 1930s, how
important do you think public
confidence is to the health of the
economy? Explain. Think About:

• what happened when overconfi-
dence in the stock market led
people to speculate and buy 
on margin

• how confidence affects 
consumer borrowing

cause

cause cause

cause

Stock Market Crash

WORLD STAGEWORLD STAGE

GLOBAL EFFECTS OF THE
DEPRESSION

As the American economy col-
lapsed, so too did Europe’s. The
world’s nations had become
interdependent; international
trade was important to most
countries. However, when the
U.S. economy failed, American
investors withdrew their money
from European markets. 

To keep U.S. dollars in America,
the government raised tariffs on
goods imported from other coun-
tries. World trade dropped.
Unemployment rates around the
world soared. Germany and
Austria were particularly hard hit.
In 1931 Austria’s largest bank
failed. In Asia, both farmers and
urban workers suffered as the
value of exports fell by half
between 1929 and 1931. The
crash was felt in Latin America
as well. As U.S. and European
demand for Latin American prod-
ucts like sugar, beef, and copper
dropped, prices collapsed.

E. Answer
World trade
dropped, causing
unemployment to
rise globally.

MAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

E
Summarizing 

How did the
Great Depression
affect the world
economy?

1. TERMS & NAMES For each term or name, write a sentence explaining its significance.
•price support
•credit
•Alfred E. Smith

•Dow Jones Industrial
Average

•speculation

•buying on margin
•Black Tuesday

•Great Depression
•Hawley-Smoot Tariff Act
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Terms & NamesTerms & NamesMAIN IDEAMAIN IDEA

One American's Story

Hardship and Suffering
During the Depression

•shantytown 
•soup kitchen
•bread line

•Dust Bowl
•direct relief 

During the Great Depression
Americans did what they had
to do to survive. 

Since the Great Depression,
many Americans have been
more cautious about saving,
investing, and borrowing.

WHY IT MATTERS NOWWHY IT MATTERS NOW

Ann Marie Low lived on her parents’ North Dakota farm when the
stock market crashed in 1929 and the Great Depression hit. Hard
times were familiar to Ann’s family. But the worst was yet to come.
In the early 1930s, a ravenous drought hit the Great Plains, destroying
crops and leaving the earth dry and cracked. Then came the deadly dust
storms. On April 25, 1934, Ann wrote an account in her diary.

A PERSONAL VOICE ANN MARIE LOW

“ [T]he air is just full of dirt coming, literally, for hundreds of miles. It sifts
into everything. After we wash the dishes and put them away, so much
dust sifts into the cupboards we must wash them again before the next
meal. . . . Newspapers say the deaths of many babies and old people are
attributed to breathing in so much dirt.”

—Dust Bowl Diary

The drought and winds lasted for more than seven years. The
dust storms in Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Nebraska, the
Dakotas, Oklahoma, and Texas were a great hardship—but only one
of many—that Americans faced during the Great Depression.

The Depression Devastates People’s Lives
Statistics such as the unemployment rate tell only part of the story of the Great
Depression. More important was the impact that it had on people’s lives: the
Depression brought hardship, homelessness, and hunger to millions.

THE DEPRESSION IN THE CITIES In cities across the country, people lost their
jobs, were evicted from their homes and ended up in the streets. Some slept in
parks or sewer pipes, wrapping themselves in newspapers to fend off the cold.

BROKE, BUT NOT
BROKEN
Ann Marie Low
Remembers the
Dust Bowl
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THE DUST BOWL The drought that began in
the early 1930s wreaked havoc on the Great
Plains. During the previous decade, farmers from
Texas to North Dakota had used tractors to break
up the grasslands and plant millions of acres of
new farmland. Plowing had removed the thick
protective layer of prairie grasses. Farmers had
then exhausted the land through overproduc-
tion of crops, and the grasslands became unsuit-
able for farming. When the drought and winds
began in the early 1930s, little grass and few trees

were left to hold the soil down. Wind scattered the topsoil, exposing sand and grit
underneath. The dust traveled hundreds of miles. One windstorm in 1934 picked
up millions of tons of dust from the plains and carried it to East Coast cities.

The region that was the hardest hit, including parts of Kansas, Oklahoma,
Texas, New Mexico, and Colorado, came to be known as the Dust Bowl. Plagued
by dust storms and evictions, thousands of farmers and sharecroppers left their
land behind. They packed up their families and few belongings and headed west,
following Route 66 to California. Some of these migrants—known as Okies (a
term that originally referred to Oklahomans but came to be used negatively for
all migrants)—found work as farmhands. But others continued to wander in search
of work. By the end of the 1930s, hundreds of thousands of farm families had
migrated to California and other Pacific Coast states.

Effects on the American Family
In the face of the suffering caused by the Great Depression, the family stood as a
source of strength for most Americans. Although some people feared that hard
times would undermine moral values, those fears were largely unfounded. In gen-
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GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER
1. Region Which states were in the region

known as the Dust Bowl?
2. Movement Why might most of the migrants

who left the Dust Bowl have traveled west?

The Dust Bowl, 1933–1936

▼

A farmer and his
sons brave a dust
storm in 1936.

Chicago, Nov. 1933
Crowds at Chicago
Exposition world’s
fair are caught in 
50 mph gale of dust.

Boston, May 1934
Midwestern dust is
found on airplanes
landing in Boston; 
it collected on the
planes at altitudes of
up to 20,000 ft.

Nebraska, 1935–1937
Over two years, federal workers help
soil conservation by planting 360,000
trees and completing 62 dams, 517
ponds, and 500 acres of terracing.

Tucumcari, N. Mex.
March 30, 1936
Clouds of dust blown by
50-mph winds cause
complete darkness.

New York City, May 12, 1934
Dust lowers humidity from nor-
mal 57% to 34%. Dust is
reported on ships 500 miles
out to sea.

Beaver, Okla., March 24, 1936
Grain-elevator operators estimate
that 20% of wheat crop has been
blown away by dust storms.

Background
The most severe
storms were
called “black
blizzards.” They
were said to 
have darkened 
the sky in New
York City and
Washington, D.C.

Skilbuilder
Answers
1. Colorado,

Kansas,
Oklahoma,
Texas, and
New Mexico.

2. The dust was
blowing to the
east.
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Unit Goes on to the Dust 
Bowl and New Deal 

+
Cell Structure and Function 
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Review Entire 
Chapter—Just 
Scan Visuals 

START 
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END 

Visuals added 
to aid students 
in having visual 

support 

SKIM TO END; 
SUBHEADINGS  

Ignore Lab 
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Describe 
Name 
Explain 
Infer and justify your 
response 

Analyze the 
language 

demands of 
the 

questions 

+

Instructional Planning for 
Integrated ENL Instruction 
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More 
than 40% of the
nation’s banks fail.

1930-1933 8.02 million
Americans are
unemployed. 

1931

USA
WORLD

The
stock market
crashes. 

1929

The
first
Academy
Awards are
presented.

1929

Jane 
Addams shares the
Nobel Peace Prize.

1931

Army officers led by
José Uriburu seize control of
the government of Argentina.   

1930 Japan
invades
Manchuria. 

1931

19311929 1930 193119301929
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!
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!KN12!Classrooms!
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(Egbert!+!ErnstNSl
avit,!2011,!Pearso
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Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Background 
Knowledge 

+
Background Knowledge 

!  Dow Jones 

!  Stock Market 

!  Stocks 

!  Borrow/Buy on margin 

!  Speculate 

!  Credit (vs. Savings) 

!  Bankruptcy 

!  Factory (for metaphor); jobs, tasks, 
functions, shipping 

!  Biologists 

!  DNA/RNA 

!  Molecules 

!  Protein, Carbohydrates 

!  Digestion 

!  Disease 

!  Power/Force/Pressure 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structure 
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+
Using Video to Frontload Background 
Information Prior to Reading 

--Watch rate of speech 
--Look at visual support while audio plays—
helpful in explaining content shared? (I added 
a word box) 
--Length of video (2-3 minutes optimal) 
--Play several times using active listening 

activities (focus students’ viewing; stop to 
discuss in 1 minute segments; use 
supplemental visuals as needed) 

--OK for Transitioning /Expanding ELLs 
enrolled in integrated ENL content classes? 

+
The Stock Market Crash 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehy2jEeNuWk  
  

Corporation, stock, stock exchange/stock market;           
Dow Jones Industrial Average, index, economic growth, 
economic analyst, trading, investor, economy, bankruptcy 
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Focused(Viewing(Activity:(((
!
!
!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

! !

!

A.  List 3 things cells 
have in common 

Focused Viewing 
B.  What are the two major 
categories of cells?  How 

do they differ? 

C.  What are organelles? 
What does the 

nucleus do? 

Let’s Try A Focused 
Viewing Activity! 

+  
Cell Structure Video:  Frontloading 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URUJD5NEXC8  

Preview 
Video:  
Frontloading 
of Information 
will Read in 
Text 

Stop at 1:48 
(after 
Nucleus) 

How Did Focused 
Viewing Change 

Your Listening and 
Capturing of 
Information? 
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+  Spanish Version:  Overview 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwXrDyiN_SM 
19:28 minutes 

Same 
Information 
in Spanish 

+

Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Academic 
Vocabulary 
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Academic&Vocabulary&Levels&(New&Approach)&

Dee&Gardner,&RITELL&Conference,&Fall&2015&

Dee Gardner, 
Academic 

Vocabulary 
List (AVL) 

Examples&of&AVL&Word&Families&

Dee&Gardner,&RITELL&Conference,&Fall&2015&
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Vocabulary 
! Depression408 

! Economy37 (economist) 

! Prosperity 

! Election 

! Stock Market 

! Disaster 

! Stocks; Bonds 

! Price(s) 

! Company/Firm/Business 

! Worth 

! Savings; Bank/Banking 

! Unemployment203 

! Prosper 

! Invest 

! Rise 

! Own 

! Borrow 

! Buy/Sell (Dump) 

! Decline461 (crash, plunge) 

! Increase12 

! Lose (a job; savings) 

! Recover1576 

•  Rich 
•  Poor 
•  Shrewd 
•  Lucky/

unlucky 
•  Bankrupt 

Superscript denotes an 
AVL word frequency 

Dee Gardner, Academic Vocabulary List (AVL) 
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+
Cell vocabulary 

!  Identify63 
!  Pattern163 
!  Controls26 
!  Processes15 
!  Contains177 
!  Combines309 
!  Condenses1464 
!  Synthesizes753 
!  Convert532 

!  Function114 

 

!  Eukaryotic cell 
!  Organelle 
!  Cytoplasm 
!  Nuclear envelope 
!  Chromatin 
!  Chromosome 
!  Nucleolus 

!  Ribosome 
!  Endoplasmic reticulum 
!  Gogli apparatus 
!  Lysosome 
!  Vacuole 
!  Mitochondrion 
!  Chloroplast 

!  Cytoskeleton 
!  Centriole 
!  DNA 
!  RNA 
!  Disease 
!  Digestion 

AVL Cross-
Discipline 

Words 

Discipline: 
Technical 

 Listening  

Reading!

Speaking  

 Writing!

4 Vocabulary Sets 
Montgomery!

Actively Build All of the Vocabulary Sets As 
You Teach Reading and Writing! 

Word 
Learning; 
Decoding 

Word Encoding/Use 
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+
Choose Vocabulary to Teach 
 Choose only 6-8 Words to 
 Teach Intensively 

Trying It Out 

+
Frontloading Vocabulary 

SELECTING VOCABULARY TO TEACH 

 

INSURING COMPREHENSION 

 

PROVIDING PRACTICE 
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Vocabulary 
! Depression408 

! Economy37 (economist) 

! Prosperity 

! Election 

! Stock Market 

! Disaster 

! Stocks; Bonds 

! Price(s) 

! Company/Firm/Business 

! Worth 

! Savings; Bank/Banking 

! Unemployment203 

! Prosper 

! Invest 

! Rise 

! Own 

! Borrow 

! Buy/Sell (Dump) 

! Decline461 (crash, plunge) 

! Increase12 

! Lose (a job; savings) 

! Recover1576 

•  Rich 
•  Poor 
•  Shrewd 
•  Lucky/

unlucky 
•  Bankrupt 

Jot It Down 

+
Cell vocabulary 

!  Identify63 
!  Pattern163 
!  Controls26 
!  Processes15 
!  Contains177 
!  Combines309 
!  Condenses1464 
!  Synthesizes753 
!  Convert532 

!  Function114 

 

!  Biologists 
!  Structures 
!  Protein 
!  Carbohydrate 
!  Membrane 
!  Molecule 
!  Pressure 
!  Power 
!  Force 
!  Bound 

!  Eukaryotic cell 
!  Organelle 
!  Cytoplasm 
!  Nuclear envelope 
!  Chromatin 
!  Chromosome 
!  Nucleolus 

!  Ribosome 
!  Endoplasmic reticulum 
!  Gogli apparatus 
!  Lysosome 
!  Vacuole 
!  Mitochondrion 
!  Chloroplast 

!  Cytoskeleton 
!  Centriole 
!  DNA 
!  RNA 
!  Disease 
!  Digestion 

Jot It Down 
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Vocabulary Self-Awareness!

 
 
 
Candidate 
Words 

Individualize 
Vocabulary 
Work! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Meaning Making 

Prefixes 

Root Words 

Suffixes 

-ity prosper 

invest 

-ing 

un -employ 

rise 

-ment 

plunge -ing 

-ment 

Drop the “e” 

save -ings 

STOCK MARKET CRASH 
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Identify 
Pattern 
Control 
Process 
Contain 

Combine 
Condense 
Synthesis 
Convert 
Function 

 

Cell Structure 
and Function 

AVL Words 

!  Eukaryotic cell 
!  Organelle 
!  Cytoplasm 
!  Nuclear envelope 
!  Chromatin 
!  Chromosome 

!  Nucleolus 
!  Ribosome 
!  Endoplasmic reticulum 
!  Gogli apparatus 
!  Lysosome 
!  Vacuole 

!  Mitochondrion 
!  Chloroplast 
!  Cytoskeleton 
!  Centriole 

Teacher’s 
Notebook.com 
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!  Eukaryotic cell 
!  Organelle 
!  Cytoplasm 
!  Nuclear envelope 
!  Chromatin 
!  Chromosome 

!  Nucleolus 
!  Ribosome 
!  Endoplasmic reticulum 
!  Gogli apparatus 
!  Lysosome 
!  Vacuole 

!  Mitochondrion 
!  Chloroplast 
!  Cytoskeleton 
!  Centriole 

+

Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Forms of 
Language 
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Forms of Language 

!  Irregular past tense verbs 
(rose, ran, bought, fell, sold, 
stuck, lost, burst, spent, 
withdrew, went) 

!  Time clauses (by 1928, in early 
September 1929, On October 
24….) 

!  Other introductory clauses 
(Though…, although…. In 
reality,…..) 

!  Modifiers (panicked investors, 
career politician, utmost 
confidence, prosperous 
economy, average American, 
etc.) 

 

!  Passive voice (are known as, 
which is found, is shown in, is 
called, is spread, is passed, are 
assembled, are synthesized, are 
made, are attached, are involved) 

!  Adverbs (newly made, see 
patterns clearly) 

!  Introductory clauses (in the same 
way, in some respects) 

!  Prepositions/Prepositional 
phrases (throughout, to and from) 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structures and Functions 

+
modifiers 

!  Panicked investors 

!  Career politician 

!  Overwhelming victory 

!  Utmost confidence 

!  Economic health/law 

!  Public office 

!  Prosperous economy 

!  Average Americans 

!  Quick profit 

!  Small percentage 

!  Frantically sell 

!  Shrewd investor 
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modifiers 
!  Specialized organs 

!  Major parts 

! Hereditary information; 

 Genetic information 

!  Dense region 

!  Coded instructions 

!  Nuclear envelope; nuclear 
pores 

!  Steady stream 

!  Granular material 

!  Threadlike structures 

!  Internal membrane system 

!  Specialized tasks 

!  Serious human diseases 

!  Saclike structures 

!  Large central vacuole 

!  Outer/Inner membrane 

Take It Into 
Writing:  
Expanding 
Sentence 
Structures 

                   

 
 

“Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry” 
(WITsi) Training Series 

 
Friday, October 20, 2017 - From 8:30am – 2:40pm 
Friday, November 17, 2017 - From 8:30am – 2:40pm 
Friday, December 15, 2017- From 8:30am – 2:40pm 
Friday, January 19, 2018- From 8:30am – 2:40pm 
 

PARTICIPANTS MUST COMMIT TO ATTEND ALL FOUR WORKSHOPS. 
 

@New York University 
NY, NY 10003 

 
 

WITsi 101 for ENL 
 

This will be a four-day introductory workshop focused on improving the writing skills of long term 
ELLs.  Participants will analyze student writing to identify skill gaps that can be addressed 
through Writing is Thinking (WIT) strategies.  The sessions will involve both inquiry (analysis of 
student work) and response (designing WIT strategies to address the identified needs).  The 
sessions will focus on sentence level strategies - those that form the heart of the WIT approach 
and that are most high leverage in developing writing, content knowledge, vocabulary, and 
reading comprehension simultaneously.  These strategies are especially powerful for English 
language learners because they teach students how the English language works.  Participants 
will learn to create WIT activities embedded in content and to design additional scaffolds or entry 
points for students at varying levels of English proficiency.   
 
Other workshops (WIT 102 & 103) address paragraph and essay strategies.  See 
www.witworkshops.com for descriptions of all available WIT workshops. 

 

NYS Statewide Language RBERN at the Metropolitan Center 
for Research on Equity and the Transformation of Schools 
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Freshman Academy 
Expectations + Commitment = Excellence 

 

Mr. Enric Kendall, Principal        Lilliam Katcher, Assistant Principal 

Prepared by Kathryn Ottaviani, Lead Teacher 

January 2015 

Most Effective Writing Strategies 
 

Steve Graham and Dolores Perin identified 11 elements 
of current writing instruction found to be effective for 
helping adolescent students learn to write well and to use 
writing as a tool for learning.   
 

1. Writing Strategies, which involves teaching students 
strategies for planning, revising, and editing their 
compositions 
 

2. Summarization, which involves explicitly and 
systematically teaching students how to summarize 
texts 
 

3. Collaborative Writing, which uses instructional 
arrangements in which adolescents work together to 
plan, draft, revise, and edit their compositions 
 

4. Specific Product Goals, which assigns students 
specific, reachable goals for the writing they are to 
complete 
 

5. Word Processing, which uses computers and word 
processors as instructional supports for writing 
assignments 
 

6. Sentence Combining, which involves teaching 
students to construct more complex, sophisticated 
sentences 
 

7. Prewriting, which engages students in activities 
designed to help them generate or organize ideas for 
their composition 
 

8. Inquiry Activities, which engages students in 
analyzing immediate, concrete data to help them 
develop ideas and content for a particular writing task 
 

9. Process Writing Approach, which interweaves a 
number of writing instructional activities in a 
workshop environment that stresses extended writing 
opportunities, writing for authentic audiences, 
personalized instruction, and cycles of writing 
 

10.Study of Models, which provides students with 
opportunities to read, analyze, and emulate models of 
good writing 
 

11.Writing for Content Learning, which uses writing as 
a tool for learning content material 

 
Writing Next: Effective Strategies to Improve Writing of 

Adolescents in Middle and High School (2007) 
 

WITsi Sentence Strategies 
 

1. FRAGMENTS: Can students recognize an incomplete or 
run-on sentence and repair it?  
• Ask students to write a complete sentence with fragmented 

subjects and predicates   
• John Quincy Adams __________________________ 
• _________________________signed the declaration 

 

2. SENTENCE TYPES: Can students recognize and write the 
four types of sentences: question, statement, exclamation, 
command? 
• Give students a picture and ask them to write a statement, 

question, exclamation, and command for it.  
 

3. BECAUSE/BUT/SO: Do students know how to tell why, 
change direction, and show cause & effect? 
• Fractions are like decimals because __________________ 
• Fractions are like decimals but ______________________ 
• Fractions are like decimals so _______________________ 

 

4. SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS: Can students 
recognize a transition between two ideas that indicates 
a time, place, or cause and effect relationship?   
• Give students two content words (hydrogen & oxygen) and 

three subordinating conjunctions (since, therefore, although). 
Ask them to compose three sentences for each word: Although 
hydrogen… 

 

5. EXPANSION: Can students write a well-developed sentence? 
• Start with a sentence kernel. He shot the dog 
• Ask: who, what, when, where, why, and/or how? 
• Combine and write a complete sentence: At the end of the 

workday, Carlson shot the dog outside the bunk house because 
he was old and suffering.  

 

6. SENTENCE COMBINING: Can students combine like 
ideas and eliminate repeated ideas to create more complex 
sentences with a variety of structure sentences?  

   
7. APPOSITIVES: Can students show their content knowledge 
by adding details offset by commas?  
• Frederick Douglas, a powerful speaker and abolitionist, felt 

that Lincoln did not go far enough to end slavery. 

Writing Is Thinking strategic inquiry 
 

High school students are missing fundamental writing skills 
required to express relationships and comprehend complex 
texts. To address this issue, teachers will engage in strategic 
inquiry and teach specific writing strategies across the 
content areas.  

See example 

September 2013 

 2 
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Flushing High School 
Enric Kendall, Principal (IA) and Lilliam Katcher, A.P. 

February 2015                       The Freshman Academy 
 

Monday' Tuesday' Wednesday' Thursday' Friday'
Feb 2 

 
Professional 
Development 

Feb 3 
 
Student Outreach  
 
*Select 5 Lucky 
Students for next week 
 

 

Feb 4 
 
Norming Protocol  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Feb 5 
 
Meet with your 
department  
 
Meet with Ms. 
Ottaviani periods 4, 
8 & 9  
 

Feb 6 
 
Meet with your 
department 
 
Meet with Ms. 
Ottaviani periods 3, 4, 
8 & 9  
 

9 
 
INQ: rationalize 
student choice 

 
• Select students  
• Rationalize student 

choices (attendance, 
IEP, (F)ELL, etc.) 

• Collect baseline 
assessments  
 

10 
 

Student Outreach 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 
 
INQ: Sentence or 
paragraph? 

 
 

 
  
  

12 
 
Meet with your 
department 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet with Ms. 
Ottaviani periods 4, 
8 & 9   
 

13 
 
Meet with your 
department 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet with Ms. 
Ottaviani periods 3, 4, 
8 & 9   

16 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17 18 
 

'
Winter'Break'

 

19 20 

23 Shortened Day 
 
INQ: Identify a 
subskill  

 

24 
 
Student Outreach 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25 
 
INQ: creating 
activities  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Update Bulletin Board 

26 
 
Meet with your 
department 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet with Ms. 
Ottaviani periods 4, 
8 & 9  
 

27  
 
Meet with your 
department 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet with Ms. 
Ottaviani periods 3, 4, 
8 & 9  

!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!Last!Updated!2/11/15!

ELA'teachers'administer'baseline'assessment.''
Bring!all!baseline!assessments!to!Monday’s!meeting'

SIMPLE SENTENCE 
Contains only one independent clause 

 
I drink coffee in the morning. 

 
COMPOUND SENTENCE 
Contains at least two independent clauses joined by 
a coordinating conjunction (and, but, for, nor, or, so, 
yet) or semi-colon (;) 
 
I drink coffee in the morning, and he drinks tea at night. 

I drink coffee in the morning; he drinks tea at night. 
 
COMPLEX SENTENCE  
Contains an independent clause and a subordinate 
clause: 
 

• after 
• before 
• if 
• while 
• although 
• even though 
• unless 
• since 
• when 
• whenever  

   
Even though I am full of energy, I drink coffee in the 

morning. 
 
COMPOUND-COMPLEX 
Contains at least two independent clauses and at 
least one subordinate clause 
 
Even though we are full of energy, I drink coffee in 
the morning and he drinks tea at night.   

The Anatomy of a Sentence 

Department of Education of The City of New York   
35#01&Union&Street,&Flushing,&New&York&11354&!&Tel.&(718)&888#7500&!&Fax:&(718)&886#4255&!&www.flushinghighschool.org&

USEFUL 

Name  Username       Password  Description   
Skedula  DOE email   personal   gradebook, attendance, schedules 
Aris  same as DOE email  same as DOE email tests scores, IEP/ISS  
SESIS  CENTRAL/DOE username same as DOE email IEPs 
Dropbox  personal    personal   a private & shared online filing 

Teacher’s Corner 
 

Bulletin Boards: the next renewal date is February 27 
 

Parent Teacher Conferences: March 26 & 27 
 

Regents: June 2; June 16-24 
 

Last day of school: June 26 
 

Useful Numbers 
Ms. Katcher                    Rm 253    Ext. 2530 
Sheldon Minnus (SASF)     Rm 141  Ext 1410 
Ms. Neto:       Rm 146   Ext 1460 
Ms. Goris      Rm 146   Ext 1460 
Ms. Hebberd      Rm 148   Ext 1487 
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Name:'________________' 'Use'of'Conjunctions' Mrs.'Peng''
Date:'________________ (Because,'But''&'So)'
!
Complete!the!sentences!using!because,'but!and!so!
Example:!It’s!snowing!this!morning!because!the!temperature!is!below!freezing.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!It’s!snowing!this!morning,!but!___________________________________________.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!It’s!snowing!this!morning,!so!_____________________________________________.!
1.!I’m!happy/!not!happy!with!my!report!card!grades!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
2.!My!favorite!class!is!____________________!because_________________________________________!
________________________________________________________________________________________________!
My!favorite!class!is!________________________,!so!______________________________________________!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
My!favorite!class!is!____________________,!but!________________________________________________!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
3.!I!want!to!graduate!from!high!school!in!_____________!because___________________________!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
I!want!to!graduate!from!high!school!in!_____________,!but__________________________________!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
I!want!to!graduate!from!high!school!in!____________,!so____________________________________!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
4.!My!friends!are!cutting!school!because___________________________________________________!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
My!friends!are!cutting!school,!but!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________!
My!friends!are!cutting!school,!so____________________________________________________________!
________________________________________________________________________________________________!
!
4.!Make!3!sentences!in!your!own!words!using!because,!but!and!so.! !
!
a.!______________________________________because_______________________________________________!

a.!______________________________________because_______________________________________________!

Embedded Because, But, So 
Practice 
 
During World War I crops such 
as wheat and corn were in high 
demand.  But after the war, 
crop prices fell because 
demand decreased.  Farmers’ 
income declined so Congress 
passed price supports.  The 
government bought surplus 
crops at guaranteed prices 
and sold them on the world 
market. 
 
 

+

Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Text Structure 
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TEXT STRUCTURE!

Chronological (Time Sequence)!

Cause/Effect!

Problem/Solution!

Description!

Enumeration!

Comparison/Contrast!

Kids who recognize the 
text structure, 

comprehend better! 

+
Text Structure 

! Chronological/
Time Sequence 

! Definitions in Text 

! Enumeration 

! Description 

! Definitions 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structure and Functions 
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Graphic Organizers for Note Taking 

Analyze the text structure 

 

Choose a graphic 
organizer that matches 
the text structure 

 

Provide models and 
demonstrations 

 

Compare student products 

+
Summarizing
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Graphic Organizers ■ Page 8*rp_c1_L09_all_GO_r6.qxd

Name Date
G R A P H I C  O R G A N I Z E R

Important Idea Important Idea Important Idea Important Idea

Summary

Cause and Effect
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Graphic Organizers ■ Page 1*rp_c1_L09_all_GO_r6.qxd

Name Date
G R A P H I C  O R G A N I Z E R

Cause Effect

Cause Effect

Stock Market Crash 
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Graphic Organizers

What’s Inside? 
What is it? Page

Cause and Effect Graphic Organizer 1

Compare/Contrast Graphic Organizer 2

Concept Definition Map Graphic Organizer 3

Drawing Conclusions Graphic Organizer 4

Identifying Author’s Purpose Graphic Organizer 5

Main Idea and Supporting Details Graphic Organizer 6

Making Inferences Graphic Organizer 7

Summarizing Graphic Organizer 8
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+ Stock Market Crash 

Stock Market Crash 
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Cell 
Structure 

Cell 
Structure 

and 
Functions 

Cell structures & functions 

Cell 
Structure 

and 
Functions 
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Cell 
Structure 

and 
Functions 

Note Taking Template: 
 
Cell Structure      Function(s) 
1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

8.   

9.   

10.   

11.   

12.   

13.   

14.   

15.   

Summary: 
 
             

             

             

             

              

 
 
 
 
 
 

+

Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Reading 
Comprehension 

Skills 
Strategies 
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Reading Comprehension 
Strategies 

!  Summarizing as you go 

!  Taking notes as you read; 
Determine importance 

!  Ask Questions 

!  Using Text Features (bolding; 
Glossing Re: Main Ideas) 

!  Reading Headings and 
Subheadings 

!  Reading Pull-Out Boxes, 
Captions 

!  Re-reading difficult or 
dense text 

!  Taking notes as you read 

!  Monitor comprehension 

!  Visualize 

!  Reading Headings and 
Subheadings 

!  Using Text Features 
(bolding; “key” symbols) 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structures & Functions 

+

Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Map/Graph 
Skills 
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Map/Graph Skills 

! Timelines (with insets) 

! Photographs 

! Political buttons 

! Political cartoons 

! Line Graphs 

! Photographs 

! Magnified Images 

! Diagrams (Labeled 
Diagrams) 

! Captions 

! Explanations of 
Figures 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structures and Functions 

x5000 

x110 

Understanding Magnification Scales 
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Planning'Instruction'for'ELLs'in'Integrated'Content'Area'Classes'
!
Background!Knowledge!to!Build! !

Academic!Vocabulary!to!Develop! !

Forms!of!Language!(Grammar)!to!
Practice!

!

Text!Structure!to!Support!(Discourse!
Structure)!

!

Reading!Skills!and!Strategies!to!Practice! !

Map/Graphic!Skills!to!Practice! !

Communicative!Functions!Expected!
(Bilingual!Progressions;!with!
Differentiation!for!ELLs!of!Varied!
Proficiency!Levels)!

!

Based!on!Access!to!Academics:!!Planning!Instruction!for!KN12!Classrooms!with!ELLs!
(Egbert!+!ErnstNSlavit,!2011,!Pearson)!

Communicative 
Functions 

+ Major Communicative Functions 

!  State, tell, retell 

!  Describe 

!  Sequence events 

!  Explain causes and effects 

!  Explain the relationship 
between the stock market 
crash, bank failures and 
unemployment 

!  Describe the function of…. 

!  Describe the role of… 

!  Name functions of….. 

!  Compare a cell to a factory 

!  Compare an animal cell to 
a plant cell 

!  Define….. 

!  Identify/Label 

Stock Market Crash Cell Structures and Functions 

Which for Entering?  
Emerging?  Transitioning? 

ENL 
Specialists 
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+ Communicative Functions 
(Bilingual Progressions) and 
Differentiating Instruction in your 
Integrated ENL Classroom 

Differentiated Instruction 

 
Entering   

 
Emerging 

 
Transitioning   

 
Expanding Commanding 

Amount, Complexity of Language Produced 
Amount of Scaffolding Needed 

ENL Progressions 
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Let’s Unpack the Performance Level Descriptions for 
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing, the ToMs 
and The New Language Progression Documents  

What Do They Tell Us About What Students at Each 
Proficiency Level Can/Should Be Asked to Do ? 

Understanding+the+5+Proficiency+Levels+

Proficiency+
Levels+

New+Language+
Progressions+

Targets+of+
Measurement+

NYSESLAT+

Performance+
Level+

Descriptions+

NYSESLAT+

Communicative+
Functions+

Scaffolds;+Supports;+
Grouping+

Arrangements+

Language+Output+
Expectations;+

Control+
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Dimensions+of+Performance:+
•  Communicative,task—What+the+student+is+asked+to+do/performance+task+,
(identify,+determine,+organize,+evaluate,+integrate+information/ideas)+

•  Linguistic,Complexity/Language,ExpectationR+the+amount+and+nature+of+
spoken+or+written+output+expected;+coherence/cohesion+of+ideas,+sentence+
types+(few+words,+short+phrases,+predictable+sentences,+simple+sentences,+
expanded,+complex+or+variety+of+sentence+types)+

•  Level,of,Accuracy/Language,Control,(expressive):,numerousRto+frequent,Rto+
occasionalRto+infrequent+errors;+errors+totallyRmostlyRpartiallyRminimally+
obscure+meaning,

•  Level,of,Support:,,Substantial,+moderate,+limited,+high+level+of+independence,+
no+support+

•  Type,of,Support/Scaffolds:+use+of+instructional+strategies+or+tools+used+to+assist+
students+in+accessing+content+necessary+for+classroom+understanding+or+
communication+and+to+help+construct+meaning+from+language+(e.g.+graphic+
organizers,+preRtaught,+preRidentified+words+and+phrases),+L1/L2+

•  Teaching,Arrangements:+read+alouds,+partnerships,+teacherRled,+small+groups,+
whole+class,+independent+learning+arrangements+

•  Vocabulary,–+the+amount+of+and+precision+of+words+or+phrases+expected;+Focus+
onTier+1,+2+(3)+words+(few,+some,+many)+

ACCURACY
/CONTROL+

LANGUAGE+
COMPLEXITY+

COMMUNICATIVE+
TASK+

GROUPING+
SUPPORT+

SCAFFOLDING—
AMOUNT/TYPE+

VOCABULARY+
FOCUS+

L1 
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Receptive+ Expressive+

NYS+Proficiency+Definitions+

      READ        LISTEN      VIEW 

!
Listening((9+12)(

Communicative(Function:!!identify,!determine,!evaluate,!integrate…narrative!elements,!key!details,!characteristics,!facts,!descriptors,!claims,!evidence,!
examples,!opinions,!reasons,!sequence!of!events,!problem/solution;!cause/effect,!argument!and!support,!theme!or!message;!provide!information;!
determine!development!of!ideas!(not!Entering)!
Proficiency((
Levels(

Language(
Expectations(

Vocabulary(Targets( Type(of(Support(
Scaffolds(

Teaching(
Arrangements(

Level(of(Support(

(

Entering(

Some%ToMs%don’t%apply(

Identify%a%few%words%
Short%phrases%
Predictable%
sentences%(that…*%
signal/refer%
to/convey%
information,%a%
claim,%evidence,%a%
message,%theme,%key%
detail,%sequence,%
connections,%
relationships,%
conclusions.%opinion%
and%reasons)%

Determine%the%literal%
meaning%of%some%Tier%1%
words%and%their%impact%

Organize%preJtaught%
words%in%a%main%idea%
web%
In%new%or%home%
language%

Read%aloud%
Partnerships%
TeacherJled%groups%
%

Substantial%support%

(

Emerging(

Identify%some%words,%
phrases%
Few%simple%
sentences%(that…)%

Determine%the%literal%
meaning%of%some%Tier%1%
and%a%few%Tier%2%words%
and%their%impact%

Organize%preJidentified%
words%in%main%idea%web%
In%new%or%home%
language%

Read%Aloud%
Partnerships%
TeacherJled%groups%

Moderate%Support%

(

Transitioning(

Identify%most%
phrases,%simple%
sentences%and%a%few%
expanded%or%
complex%sentences%
(that…)%
%

Determine%most%of%the%
literal%and%a%few%of%the%
figurative%or%
connotative%meanings%
of%Tier%1%and%Tier%2%
words%and%phrases%and%
their%impact%

Organize%phrases%and%
sentences%on%partially%
completed%main%idea%
web%
In%new%or%home%
language%

Read%Aloud%
Partnerships%
TeacherJled%groups%
Whole%class%

Limited%Support%

(

Expanding(

Identify%most%simple%
or%some%expanded%
or%complex%
sentences%(that…)%
%

Determine%most%of%the%
literal%and%some%of%the%
figurative%or%connoteJ
tive%meanings%of%Tier%1%
and%2%words%and%
phrases%an%their%impact%

Complete%a%main%idea%
web%
In%new%language%

Small%group%
Whole%class%
After%teacher%modeling%

Largely%Independent%

(

Commanding(

Identify%a%variety%of%
simple,%expanded%
and%complex%
sentences%(that…)%
%

Determine%most%of%the%
literal,%figurative%or%
connotative%meanings%
of%Tier%1%and%2%words%
and%phrases%and%their%
impact%

Create%or%complete%a%
main%idea%web%
In%new%language%

Small%group%
Whole%class%
Individually%

No%Support%Needed%

*!Shaded!columns!come!from!the!Progressions;!Rest!from!the!Performance!Level!Descriptions!and!Targets!of!Measurement!

that+

How+do+language+
expectations+change+for+

Listening?+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Reading((9+12)(
Communicative(Function:!!identify,!determine,!indicate,!signal,!and!refer!to!information,!key!details,!point!of!view,!a!claim,!evidence,!a!message,!theme,!
sequence,!connections,!relationships!among!ideas,!conclusions,!causeIeffect,!problemIsolution,!opinionIreasons;!development!of!ideas!(not!Entering)!
Proficiency((
Levels(

Language(
Expectations(

Vocabulary(Targets( Type(of(Support(
Scaffolds(

Teaching(
Arrangements(

Level(of(Support(

(

Entering(

Anchor!4!and!5!don’t!
apply!to!Entering!
involve!text!structures!

A%few%words%
Short%phrases%
Predictable%
sentences%that%
indicate,%signal,%
refer%to%information,%
a%claim,%evidence,%a%
message,%theme,%etc.%

Determine%the%literal%
meaning%of%some%Tier%1%
words%and%their%impact%
in%text%

Organize%preJtaught%
words%in%a%main%idea%
web;%graphic%organizer%
In%new%or%home%
language%

Read%aloud%
Partnerships%
TeacherJled%groups%
%

Substantial%support%

(

Emerging(

Some%words,%
phrases%
Few%simple%
sentences%that…%

Determine%the%literal%
meaning%of%some%Tier%1%
and%a%few%Tier%2%words%
and%their%impact%in%text%

Organize%preJidentified%
words%in%main%idea%
web;%graphic%organizer%
In%new%or%home%lang.%

Read%Aloud%
Partnerships%
Small%groups%

Moderate%Support%

(

Transitioning(

Most%phrases,%simple%
sentences%and%a%few%
expanded%or%
complex%sentences%
that…%
%

Determine%most%of%the%
literal%and%a%few%of%the%
figurative%or%
connotative%meanings%
of%Tier%1%and%Tier%2%
words%and%phrases%and%
their%impact%in%text;%use%
context%clues%&%textual%
information%to%
determine%meaning%

Organize%phrases%and%
sentences%on%partially%
completed%main%idea%
web;%graphic%organizer%
In%new%or%home%
language%

Read%Aloud%
Partnerships%
Small%groups%
Whole%class%

Limited%Support%

(

Expanding(

Most%simple%or%some%
expanded%or%
complex%sentences%
that…%
%

Determine%most%of%the%
literal%and%some%of%the%
figurative%or%connotaJ
tive%meanings%of%Tier%1%
&%2%words%and%phrases%
and%their%impact%in%
text;%use%imagery%to%
find%meaning%

Organize%main%idea%
and%supportive%details%
after%teacher%modeling;%
with%a%glossary%
In%new%language%

Partnership%
Small%group%
Whole%Class%

Largely%Independent%

(

Commanding(

A%variety%of%simple,%
expanded%and%
complex%sentences%
that…%
%

Determine%most%of%the%
literal,%figurative%or%
connotative%meanings%
of%Tier%1%&%2%words%and%
phrases%and%their%
impact%in%text%

Organize%information%
on%a%note%taking%guide%
In%new%language%

Partnership%%
Small%Group%
Whole%Class%
Individually%

No%Support%Needed%

!
*!Shaded!columns!come!from!the!Progressions;!Rest!from!the!Performance!Level!Descriptions!and!Targets!of!Measurement!

How+do+vocabulary+
targets+change+for+

Reading?+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

!
!

Speaking((9+12)(
Communicative(Function:!!contributes!to!a!conversation,!conveys!relevant!details,!asks!questions,!clarifies!information,!provides!details,!facts,!
describes!phenomena,!contributes!to!a!conversation/discussion,!paraphrases!information,!retells!or!narrates!a!story!or!a!process!in!sequence,!presents!
main!points!in!a!coherent!manner,!expresses!an!opinion!or!claim!supported!by!reasons,!conveys!reliability!of!information!or!evidence!presented,!
justifies!response,!analyzes!a!topic!or!evaluates!evidence!!
Proficiency((
Levels(

Language(
Expectations(

Errors( Vocabulary(
Targets(

Type(of(Support(
Scaffolds(

Teaching(
Arrangements(

Level(of(Support(

(

Entering(
Some%ToMs%not%
applicable%
(

Uses%a%few%words%
Short%phrases%
Predictable%
sentences%%

Response%may%
contain%errors%
that%totally%
obscure%
meaning%

Use%common%Tier%1%
and%grade%level%Tier%
2%words%and%short%
phrases%

Use%sentence%
starters%with%or%
without%graphics;%
New%and%home%
language%

Partnerships%
TeacherJled%groups%
%

Substantial%support%

(

Emerging(

Uses%phrases%
and%simple%
sentences%

Response%may%
contain%errors%
in%words%and%
structure%that%
mostly%obscure%
meaning%

Use%words%and%short%
phrases%including%
common%grade%level%
Tier%2%words;%
Describe%ideas%and%
facts%

Use%sentence%
starters%with%or%
without%graphics;%
New%and%home%
language%

Partnerships%
Small%groups%
Whole%class%

Moderate%Support%

(

Transitioning(

Uses%simple%
sentences%and%
expanded%
sentences%
%

Response%may%
contain%errors%
in%words%and%
structure%that%
partially%
obscure%
meaning%

Use%words%and%
phrases%including%a%
few%grade%level%Tier%
2%&%3%words;%
Describe%detailed%
ideas%and%facts%

Use%word%bank;%
graphics%
New%and%home%
language%

Partnerships%
Small%groups%
Whole%class%

Limited%Support%

(

Expanding(

Uses%simple,%
expanded%or%
complex%sentences%
%

Response%may%
contain%some%
errors%in%words%
and%structure%
that%minimally%
obscure%
meaning%

Use%words%and%
phrases%including%
some%grade%level%
Tier%2%&%3%words;%
Describe%detailed%
ideas%and%facts%

Use%previously%
completed%graphic%
organizer,%T%chart%
New%language%

Partnerships%%
Small%Groups%
Whole%Class%

Largely%Independent%

(

Commanding(

Uses%a%variety%of%
simple,%expanded%
and%complex%
sentences%and%
fluid%language%
%

Response%
contains%few%or%
no%errors%in%
word%choice%and%
structure%that%
obscure%
meaning%

Use%words%and%
phrases%including%
grade%level%Tier%2%
and%3%words;%Offer%
precisely%detailed%
descriptions%

Use%knowledge%of%
the%topic%or%text%
independently;%
New%language%

Small%groups%
Whole%class%
%

No%Support%Needed%

*!Shaded!columns!come!from!the!Progressions;!Rest!from!the!Performance!Level!Descriptions!and!Targets!of!Measurement!
!

!

How+do+the+scaffolds+and+
supports+change+for+

Speaking?+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Writing((9+12)(

Communicative(Function:!!create!and!structure!a!written!text;!provide!an!orientation!or!an!idea;!express!opinions,!sequence,!describe,!detail!ideas,!
orient,!organize,!connect!ideas,!provide!claims!and!evidence,!facts,!provide!closure,!explain,!develop!a!narrative;!development!of!claims!and!evidence;!
characters,!details,!events,!closure!
Proficiency((
Levels(

Language(
Expectations(

Errors( Organization( Vocabulary(
Targets(

Type(of(
Support(
Scaffolds(

Teaching(
Arrangements(

Level(of(
Support(

(

Entering(
Some%ToMs%not%
applicable%
(

A%few%words%
Short%
phrases%
Predictable%
sentences%

Writing%includes%
numerous%
errors;%errors%
may%totally%
obscure%
meaning%

Writing%lacks%
orientation,%
organized%or%
connected%ideas%or%
closure;%lacks%
development%

Use%common%Tier%
1%and%grade%level%
Tier%2%words%and%
short%phrases;%Give%
ideas%and%facts%

Structure%
thoughts%and%
ideas;%Cloze%
paragraph%
New%or%home%
language%

Partnerships%
TeacherJled%
groups%
%

Substantial%
support%

(

Emerging(

Some%words,%
phrases%
Few%simple%
sentences%

Writing%includes%
frequent%errors;%
errors%may%
obscure%
meaning%

Writing%includes%
basic%orientation,%
organized%or%
connected%ideas%or%
closure;%basic%
development%

Use%words%and%
short%phrases%
including%common%
grade%level%Tier%2%
words;%Describe%
ideas%and%facts%

Write%one%to%two%
paragraphs;%
New%or%home%
language%

Partnerships%
Small%groups%

Moderate%
Support%

(

Transitioning(

Most%
phrases,%
simple%
sentences%
and%a%few%
expanded%or%
complex%
sentences%
%

Writing%includes%
frequent%errors;%
errors%may%
obscure%
meaning%

Writing%includes%
limited%orientation,%
logically%organized%
or%connected%ideas,%
and/or%closure;%
limited%
development%

Use%words%and%
phrases%including%
a%few%grade%level%
Tier%2%&%3%words;%
Describe%detailed%
ideas%and%facts%

Use%a%word%bank%
or%graphic%
organizer%to%
write%a%short%
essay;%New%or%
home%language%

Partnerships%
Small%groups%
Whole%class%

Limited%
Support%

(

Expanding(

Most%simple%
or%some%
expanded%or%
complex%
sentences%
%

Writing%includes%
occasional%
errors;%errors%do%
not%obscure%
meaning%

Writing%includes%
partial%orientation,%
logically%organized%
and%connected%
ideas%and%closure,%
partial%
development%

Include%some%
grade%level%Tier%2%
&%3%words;%
Describe%detailed%
ideas%and%facts%

Use%a%teacherJ
provided%model%
and%graphic%
organizers%to%
write%an%essay;%
New%language%

Partnerships%
Small%groups%
%

Largely%
Independent%

(

Commanding(

A%variety%of%
simple,%
expanded%
and%
complex%
sentences%
%

Writing%includes%
infrequent%
errors;%errors%do%
not%obscure%
meaning%

Writing%includes%
sufficient%
orientation,%
logically%organized%
and%connected%
ideas%and%closure%

Use%words%and%
phrases%including%
grade%level%Tier%2%
&%3%words;%Give%
precisely%detailed%
descriptions%

Use%knowledge%
of%the%topic%
independently%to%
write%a%multipleJ
page%essay;%New%
language%

Partnerships%
Small%groups%
Independently%

No%Support%
Needed%

!
Nancy!Cloud,!Ed.D.,!2016;!Nancycloud2@gmail.com!

How+do+language+
expectations,+errors,+

organization,+vocabulary+
change+for+Writing?+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ Have+Same+Charts+for+Grades+5R6++

What Did You Notice: 
Planning for a Multi-Level Class 
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Scaffolding 

+
Tie Instruction to City and 
State Standards 


